




CT ION 

·ord radical comes from the Latin radix, which means "root."

ealing tackles the root causes of illness and the hidden

�ents to optimal health. These are attitudes and emotional 

1,-.,--""" embedded in the mind and in the unconscious. They shape 

at subtle energy is organized, which in turn influences what 

�-™ in the physical body. Using pharmaceutical drugs to influence

fii::rh•::::1ioil and metabolic reactions is superficial and very limited,

.::u-ed with treatments that reach down into the deeper levels of 

nctioning. 

ides its relation to the Latin radix, the term radical has a less well

nd more technical botanical significance. It denotes the tiniest, 

, ,,-·..;;_.,,.e terminals of a plant's root, which extend its action into the 

�::s of the soil, and, by finding and entering cracks and crevices in 

ock, slowly fracture it and split it open. Some of the beliefs and 

�;ltions about our reality that sustain and promote our suffering 

e deepest and most resistant to change. It is those assumptions that 

i.e diseases seem untreatable or "incurable." The modus operandi 

•al healing is to penetrate the strongholds of human limitation

d them asunder, opening the possibility of a transformation and

�r:ion that conventional medicine has not ventured to approach. 

-!..out that probing thoroughness, that radical intensity, we will 

able to heal the profound disorders that are now plaguing us, 
r_,...,"widually and collectively. ----

·-----

ides presenting a new vision of medicine, Radical Healing is also 

ed to anchor that vision to practical, well-proven techniques-such 

---e use of herbal and homeopathic remedies, exercise, flower essences, 

.-\sian diagnosis-and to offer you guidance in their use. You won't 

�:y grasp this new vision of healing until you have experienced its effects 

rself. That's why this book has to be, in part, a handbook. Read it, 

don't be afraid to try out what you're reading about. By using it you 

•• egin to feel its power.

sing the Power of Holistic Healing for Yourself 

:ou have to do two things to effectively harness the power of holistic 

�g. First you have to continually cultivate your awareness of the new 

•·on and, second, you have to learn to "do the technical stuff' needed

ut it into practice. The interaction between those two generates the
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